An Electromagnetic (EM) radiation in dispersion less free space vacuum is represented by a photon, with corpuscular and wave nature. The discussions, for the past century aimed at the nature of photon inside a media having dispersion in the refraction property, other than free space. What about its nature if the space be of refractive index which is negative, is discussed in this paper. We call mechanical momentum, wave-momentum, and try to match our present theories with intriguing property of this 'photon' or pulse carrying EM energy packet, and more so we try to find its property energy, momentum inside a media a positive refractive media, and if the media show a negative refractive index behavior, then these queries are profound, and suitable explanations to these classical concepts of corpuscular-wave nature of photon inside these media are quest for the scientists dealing with these materials having negative index of refraction. Here some of this counterintuitive nature of corpuscular-wave nature of photon inside negative indexed material is brought out, with possible 'new definition' of its "wave-momentum", the concept of 'reactive energy' inside negative indexed material, along with possible "new wave equation". These definitions and expressions of 'wave-momentum' and 'reactive energy' pertaining to negative indexed material are new and discussed and derived by classical means.
Introduction
We have demonstrated negative refractive index 'metamaterial' NRM plasmonic structures in Ka-band. In our experimental investigation, we have made these plasmonic meta-material prisms of 45, 30 and 15 degrees to get enhanced transmittance of more than 15 dB from background; at negative angles indicating a refractive index of about -1.8, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .This paper is not aimed for this experimental design, where the meta-material realized by us is based on simple wire-array and Labyrinth resonators, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , but to focus on possible theory of the wave mechanics coupled to particle nature of the EM radiation, energy and momentum transport anomalies, a possible new momentum energy description, for a 'single' radiation pulse, single photon. Also in our repeated observations on numerical experiments we get, as to if a pulse of EM radiation is launched inside a negative refractive index material (NRM), gets squeezed sharpened advanced, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Though several approaches to explain these counterintuitive phenomena have been evolving, yet it is interesting if in the negative refractive index (NRM) parlance particle-wave theory be re-visited. Here we give possible classical explanations to these counterintuitive phenomena and also a new explanations regarding energy momentum, wave equation if applied to this negative indexed material: how shall they look, vis-à-vis positive indexed systems. We propose the concept of reactive energy and expression for new wavemomentum for pulse of electromagnetic energy inside a medium (negative refractive indexed), with suitable derivation along with new wave equation. The research papers [8] [9] [10] , discussed momentum and energy of this reversed electrodynamics in other contexts. Herein we are deriving the similar concepts with different approach, limiting to propagation of EM pulse inside NRM for a single photon.
The paper is organized in several sections. The Section 2 discusses the observation of an electromagnetic pulse (a single photon) as it enters NRM region, from free space. This section also deliberates how an electromagnetic pulse is formed as modulation of slowly varying message signal wave with a carrier frequency signal wave, and deliberates classical energy momentum concept and phase and group velocity aspect. The Section 3 and 4 revisits the dispersion of refractive index and defines phase refractive index and group refractive index, and its relation to our negative refractive indexed material (NRM) and observations. In the Sections 5, 6 and 7 we present via a thought experiment about meaning of equivalence of constant quantity to a quantity which is a product of phase and group velocity. We elaborate where they are equal that in wave guides and its similarity in quantum mechanics expressions. We use these developed concepts and apply them in the expression of total energy to get the expressions for mechanical momentum, wave-momentum inside dispersive media and with media of NRM, in Section 8. Section 9 is devoted to bring out quantization of electromagnetic energy and momentum via Milloni's quantization technique, [11] to Minkowski's [12] and Abraham's [13] definition of photon momentum; for a single 'dressed' photon case, while photon is in dispersive non-magnetic dielectric media. In Section 10 we discuss signal of reflection and transmission for a single electromagnetic pulse (photon) from NRM region, and state that the pulse entering the NRM should be termed as negative photon. We show that its character, inside NRM to a normal photon is different, and give a new definition to its wave-momentum, in Section 11. We discuss the momentum transfer concepts of this single photon in NRM in Section 12, and state that the Minkowski [12] and Abraham momentum [13] are mechanical or corpuscular in nature, while wave-momentum has to be defined separately; and we formulate the same, with justification. We also show here results of the method of momentum transfer via reflection and transmission probabilities are same that we had obtained via method of total energy description by use of as product of phase and group velocities in Section 8. In Section 13 we give interpretation to active and reactive energy concepts representing corpuscular and wave energies respectively, and their manifestations in NRM. From this concept we also bring out the description of corpuscular and wave momentum of single photon. Section 14 we give possible new Quantum-prescriptors to be operated on wave function to get a modified Schrodinger wave equation to represent NRM. Lastly we conclude our findings followed by list of references. 
Observing Electromagnetic Pulse Propagation inside Negative Refractive Indexed Material
A wave with crest and trough moving and carrying a Gaussian pulse a 'packet' of energy, in free space travelling with speed of light c , (refer Figure 1(a) ) when entering the NRM with phase refractive index 1 p n   , will retard the wave-packets (group of frequencies) speed to g g v c n  (the g n being group refractive index) in this case 3 c , (refer Figures 1(b) and (c)) though the direction of travel of wave-packet, energy will be in same direction as was in free space; but the phases crests and troughs will here start travelling in opposite to free-space with phase velocity p . The group velocity of the signal in this case is
. This is implication of the phase and group refractive index in NRM. This we elaborate in next sections.
The implication at NRM boundary of these opposite phases meeting will form a 'cusp' which be oscillating at the junction of NRM to the free space (refer Figure 1(b) ) [6, 7, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . This phenomenon of retardation of the wavepacket envelope and change of direction of travel of crest & trough the phase, inside NRM gives the 'pulsesharpening' effect, and flattening of wave-front effect, what we have been observing in our experiments [6] also, [18] [19] [20] (refer Figure 1(c)) .
The cusps at the NRM boundary is due to counter propagation of the 'phases' of the waves inside and outside the NRM, they are surface charges, and at the boundary Electric Field at this cusp oscillates, [6, 7, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] as two sets of impinging wave fronts meet at the interface with ENG (Epsilon Negative Material 0
The same cusp will be obtained for the MNG, (Mu Negative Material 0 r    ) and it may be argued that 'surface' currents in that case for TE polarized incidence, will be at the boundary and magnetic field at the cusp then will oscillate, [6, 7, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . However, these points are valid when the wave hits a slab with ENG and MNG i.e. NRM here however there will be propagating modes inside NRM-from evanescent [6, 7, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In the case of Double Negative slab (NRM) there will be cusp formation at the boundary too. The formation of surface states or excitation of surface Plasmon poalriton is altogether different field in modern optics, where matching of wave vectors and phase velocities are mandatory, we will not deal with this subject here; however this is important.
Let a single electromagnetic pulse (a single photon) be travelling in free space. Observer sitting on the crest and another observer sitting on the envelope, travelling in free space they will find themselves at rest with respect to each other (Figure 1(a) ). While the packet (single photon) enters the NRM, the two observers will find that they are moving away from each other (Figure 1(c) ). This is this nature of wave-momentum that is generator of infinitesimal translations, and the infinitesimal translations of the "waves" corresponds to motion of its crests and troughs, and in NRM 'opposed to' the direction of motion of radiation. It is for this reason the wave-momentum points in the opposite direction to the mechanical momentum inside NRM. We will deal with these aspects that are momentum (corpuscular, mechanical, and wave) for a single photon in NRM.
One can demonstrate backward wave, by a strip-line circuit presented in Figure 2 . The LHM is being emulated via circuit techniques of strip lines, where the output peak appears to arrive before the input peak; giving idea of faster than light propagation. This technique is called Periodically Loaded Transmission Line (PLTL) depicted in Figure 2 . Here there is anomalous dispersion giving negative regions in dispersion characteristic [6] thereby giving similar effect of Negative Indexed Material.
The Figure 3 gives an idea what is an electromagnetic pulse. We shall relate corpuscular and wave nature to the same. The probability amplitude is what is of interest to say where the particle ought to be at space-time. Amplitude to find a particle (photon) at a place can in some circumstances, vary in space and time in a manner say .We would say the particle (photon) had a definite momentum, if wave number were exactly that particular wave number (without any spread or uncertainty); that is a perfect wave, which goes on with same amplitude everywhere. The amplitude equation as described, then gives amplitude and probability (square of amplitude) for finding particle (photon) as function of space-time. Thus for a perfect wave the probability is constant which means probability to find particle (photon) is the same anywhere. This is not the situation with single particle (photon) travelling as in Figure 3 . The amplitude modulated pulse as shown has maxima and dies out at both the sides. It was possible to get this by adding waves of nearly same and energy transfer to medium, by a single photon.
Phase and Group Refractive Index Revisiting for Negative Refractive Index Material
Let us demarcate the two refractive indices, [14, 15] , and [16, 17, 27] and this demarcation is essential for explaining the NRM theory. This concept is revisited here particularly to stress the Negative Refraction phenomena. Take for NRM), is defined as group refractive index, which needs be positive.
Meaning that
This demarcation of phase and group refractive index is very important in understating the behavior of NRM. NRM have unusual properties and in particular Snell's law predicts that the refracted ray of EM signal on entering such a medium would be refracted on the same side of normal to the surface of the incident beam. The wave number that is (1) we can also write the expression of group velocity as
 , where the phase velocity is p p ; for a media having dispersion in phase refractive index. It is shown [6, 7, [14] [15] [16] [17] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , that however that Poynting vector,
and flow of energy points in opposite direction to the wave vector k . Hence in the expected direction of the propagation of the EM wave, where the phase travels in opposite direction, is depicted in Figure 1(c) . The existence of negative values of r  and r  tends to suggest "negative energy density"; but that is not the case when dispersion is taken into consideration. Indeed NRM can only exist if the NRM media is dispersive. Moreover causality (in form of Kramer-Kronigs relation) requires that group refractive index defined in (1)
and group velocity are always positive [6, 7, [14] [15] [16] [17] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
Negative Phase Refractive Index and Positive Group Refractive Index for Negative Refractive Indexed Artificial Media a Prism
In the introduction we have made a statement of our prism experiment showing a negative value of refractive index of -1.8. We clarify that the, observed negative refraction is for 'phase-refractive-index' as; We thus can say that we can observe a negative phase refractive index but the group refractive index is always shall be positive. Equation (1) should be read at a particular frequency 0 n 
We can emulate and model by a simplest model as in (2). An NRM (phase refractive index), by a function such that 0  is a frequency below which the phase refractive index is negative and above which the phase refractive index is positive. [6, 7, [14] [15] [16] [17] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] 
This (2) 
We call r   and r   explicitly to distinguish NRM, for ENG and MNG with negative permittivity and negative permeability, respectively. For plasmonic system to achieve NRM we need . Putting this value of frequency, we obtain that g when at the frequency of operation Surface Mode Resonances, [6, 7, [18] [19] [20] . Thus we say that the phase refractive index is negative for NRM and the group refractive index in positive for NRM. If a space between radiator and receiver is filled by vacuum that carrying between them is an electromagnetic radiation with energy E and to that we assign a linear momentum as E p c , is also accompanying by a mass 2 E m c  . Really radiator after emitting wavepacket recoils with velocity
where M is the mass of radiator. The Wave packet reaches receiver sitting at distance Z after time t c  Z , and the radiator moves a distance
The requirement of stillness of inertia of entire system gives moment balance as . In wave guide Electric Field E must agree with all Maxwell's equations in the free space inside the guide. Along with divergence of E must be zero in the free space inside the guide since there are no charges there. That is the same thing as saying that it must satisfy the wave Equation (4) [19] 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 0
The wave guide of our example guides the waves in direction with z x y  plane as its cross section having dimension (
). Our electric field E has only a y  component, and it doesn't change with . This gives principal propagating mode with as 
The waves we assumed and described in the wave-guide are propagated in direction with value of wave number z  z k given by (7) . This wave number from (7) below which waves do not propagate down the guide [27] . Using these and (7) 
For frequencies above cut-off where travelling waves exists the p v in wave guide is greater than the speed of light in vacuum . Therefore, the wave guide simulates a material with refractive index less than unity. In order to know how fast the signals travel, we have to calculate the speed of pulses or modulations made by the interference of waves of one frequency with one or more waves of slightly different frequencies. The speed of the envelope of such group of waves is the group velocity, it is
Taking derivative of (7) and utilizing the definitions of cut-off frequency we get
This is less than the speed of light in vacuum . y Therefore geometric mean of p v and g v in this special case is just equal to . 
Similarity with Quantum Mechanics
The Section 5 and Section 6 give us curiosity a similar relation in quantum mechanics. For a particle with any velocity (even relativistic) the momentum and energy are related by p E 
which looks very similar to (7), an interesting observation. The Equation (10) has two parts a corpuscular part represented by and the wave-energy momentum part represented by . These two components are represented by right angle triangle of Figure  4 . So we get total energy as (10) 
Energy and Momentum Transfer to Media by a Photon
Consider photon travelling in free space with mechanical energy that is energy associated with its corpuscular part, and with phase or wave-momentum as
having wave energy as , thus total energy is , having relation as below [27] .
E w pc  
This we are assuming that (15) . In (15) we assume g v  , inside LHM, (assumed ideally).
This negative sign in right hand side is represent that group velocity and phase velocity are 180˚ apart from each other, magnitude being c. Energy mass momentum expression for particle at speed of light in relativistic approach is (13) , and substituting (14) we get
where E is total energy p is momentum of the particle (wave) which is present inside the meta-material; m is (rest) mass of the particle carrying the energy packet. The rest mass of photon is zero, but we can always associate a mass 2 E m m c , for the Electro Magnetic Energy carrying mechanical (corpuscular) energy . This mechanical energy is responsible for radiation positive radiation pressure. While the other part of energy we may associate to phase wave-momentum energy due to the wave nature associated with photon-movement or translation of phases "crests" and "trough's" motion, in the media; call it infinitesimal spatial translations (vacuum or otherwise).
E m
Manipulating (16) we get the following:
The Equation (17) is for free-space, medium with positive phase and group velocity and both equal to . That is .
c p g
Now we use (17) , for NRM medium and manipulate as below: 
The expression of (19) we split into two parts, the mechanical (corpuscular) energy part and the energy transport by wave-momentum part part. (Figure 5(b) )
The (19) show that particle energy is retained itself by the particle, inside NRM where the phase velocity is opposite to group velocity. In this case no (mechanicalcorpuscular) energy is transferred to the NRM medium. This we derive from the part of rest mass-energy that is the first part of expression ; meaning that corpuscular energy by photon is retained. But the intriguing question is the energy due to wave-momentum part is imaginary negative, inside NRM. That is equal to (considering the positive root). We can ascribe to this imaginary "negative'-photon" a wave-momentum a value 
Here the particle inside the NRM has less total corpuscular energy; the difference of energy has been absorbed by the media itself. Expression (20) suggests one third of the corpuscular energy 2 (1 3)mc is retained by the 'photon' inside the NRM slab, and the two thirds of its corpuscular energy are given to the slab. The energy due wave momentum of the photon manifests as imaginary negative energy in this case as   1 3 i p c, (again retaining the positive root). We can ascribe to this imaginary "negative'-photon" a wave-momentum a value
These concepts are expressed in Figure  5 (c).
Electromagnetic Momentum and Energy Quantization for a Single Photon inside Weakly Dispersive Dielectric Media
The peculiar situation about momentum of electromagnetic radiation is long standing controversy, starting from Mikowski's (subscripted M) definition [12] (1909) and followed by Abraham's (subscripted A) definition [13] (1910). Where the former is referred to canonical one and later is referred to mechanical one classically. The traditional electromagnetic momentum density in a medium [12] and [13] , with averaging over a time period, are:
E r t H r t S r t g r t c c g r t D r t B r t S r t E r t H r t v
In the definition of M g above, (21) , in dispersive media we have used The quantization scheme we will use a very simple one, starts with standard classical expression for the electromagnetic energy density in a dispersive dielectric medium (non-magnetic one to keep the derivation simpler). For classical fields in such a dispersive medium [27] , the effective energy is
For a non magnetic media, then 
From the vector potential (25) we obtain the electric and magnetic field from ( , ) ( , ) B r t A r t   and ( , ) ( ( , ) ) E r t A r t t     (assuming scalar electric potential is a constant and using ), as ik
From (27) and (28) assuming the mode function is normalized such that this integral is unity we simplify (29) to get 
In this expression we manipulated by using
to get the Poynting flux, and the Fourier expansion as indicated above is for plane wave expansion, thus and H are orthogonal, we get simplified Poynting or energy flux expression. This expression we will use later for momentum quantization.
We use the relation
to rewrite (30) after a simple algebraic manipulation as
This electro-magnetic energy is a harmonic oscillator can be expressed as sum of energies  
Energy Momentum of Gaussian Electromagnetic Pulse
case momentum will be transferred to the medium at the interface surface where there will be reflection and transmission, the momentum transferred to surface is given as:
where the reflection probability and transmission R probability T [27] with respect to free-space impedance 0 Z an mpedance of medium d i Z are defined as   
Imaginary 'Reactive Energy' and 'Wave-Momentum' inside Medium
In the previous sections we could balance the retardation effect stating that th puscular energy that comprising of mechanical photon mome medium thereby inside NRM the retardation of pho s place. What was intriguing was imaginary e o tive' energy. This reactive energy of photon inside NRM is making the waves of phases travel backward inside NRM as contrary to positive indexed material. This reactive energy, represented as perpendicular in Figure 5 , is the translation of space which gives phase and only on which rides the information or packet or lump (Figure 3) . The active energy is the corpuscular part and the reactive energy is the wave part-both are needed be it positive indexed material negative indexed material or be it free space. The depiction is shown in the Figure 5 . The difference in NRM is that the reactive energy is opposite to what is in free space or in positive indexed material. This reactive energy of manifests as wave-momentum, giving infinitesimal spatial translations; positive spatial translations in case of free space or positive indexed material and negative spatial translations in case of NRM. On these spatial translation the information, packet, photon travels with group velocity manifesting through mechanical momentum and active energy (the base part in Figure 5 ).
Wave Equation for Negative Indexed Material
We can identify the motion of the photon pulse with mechanical sp ence is analogous to that between phase and group v p energy propagate at group velocity, thus the phase velocity does not appear in mechanical momentum expressions used above. We now resort to classical wave as photon and see if we can distinguish between positive refractive indexed media and negative refractive indexed media, through wave equation. Classical Quantum Prescriptor and Schrodinger wave equation, where the total energy of system is expressed as Kin 
